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o. Introduction

0.1. Quantum coholnology. Quantum cohomology of a projective algebraic
manifold 11 is a formal defonnation of its cohomology ring. Parameters of this de
formation are coordinates on the space H* (V), and the structure constallts are the
third derivatives of a formal series <I> v (potential, 01' free energy) whose coefficients
count the number of parametrized rational curves on V with appropriate incidence
conditions (see [KM] for details).

A natural problem arises how to calculate <I> v x W in terms of <I> v and <I> w. In
[I{M] it was suggested that this operation corresponds to that of tensor multipli
cation of Cohomological Field Theories, 01' equivalently, algebras aver the moduli
operad {H*(Mo, n+1 ) }. The defini tion of the tensor product depends on a theorem
on the structure of H*(Mo, n +I) whose proof was only sketched in [I{M] (Theo
rem 7.3). One of the main goals of this note is to present this proof alld related
calculations in fuil detail. (For another proof, see [G]).

vVe also discuss the rank Olle CohFT's and the respective twisting operation.
An interesting geometrie example of such a theory is furnished hy Weil-Petersson
forms. The potential of this theory is a characteristic function involving Weil
Petersson volumes calculatecl in [Z]. V\Te show that a generalization of WP-forms
allows Olle to construct a canonical coordinate system on the group of invertible
CohFT's.

We start with a brief review of the relevant structures from [I{M]. Let H be
a finite-dimensional Z2-graded linear space over a field !{ of characteristic zero,
endowed with a llon-degenerate even sYlnmetric scalar product g. The lnain fact
is the equivalence of two notions:

i) A formal solution <I> of associativity, 01' WDVV, equations on (H, g).
ii) A structure of CohFT on (H, g) .

0.2. Associativity equations. Let {ß a } be a basis of H, gab == g(ßa, ßb),
(gab) == (gab)-l. Denote by I == L:a x aß a a generic element of H, where x a is a
formal variable of the same Z2-degree as ~ a . Put 8a == a/Bxa. A formal series
<I> E K [[x a]] is called a solution of the associativity equations on (H, g) iff for all
a,b,c,d

L: aa 8bBe<I> . gel8j8c8d<I> == (-1 )a(b+c) L: Bb8c8e<I> . gejafBa Bd<P. (0.1)
ef ef
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Here we use the simplified notation (_l)a(b+c) for (_l)Xa(Xb+Xe) where x is the
Z2-degree of x.

We usually assume that ~ starts with terms of degree 2:: 3, 01' identify «I> and «I>'
differing by a polynomial of degree ::; 2. An extensive geometrie treatment of the
assoeiativi ty equations is given in {D]. For the next definition, remind that Mon
denotes the lnoduli spaee of stable eurves of genus zero with n labelled pairwise
distinct points: see [I(e].

0.3. Cohonlological fleld theories. A structure of the tree level Cohomo
logical Field Theory on (H, g) is given by a sequence of Sn-eovariallt I(-linear
maps

(0.2)

satisfying the following set of identities (0.3). The values of In generally are not
homogeneous.

Consider an unordered partition a: {l, ... , n} = SI IJ 52, ISi I 2:: 2. It defines
an embedding of the boundary divisor r.pu : .A10 ,nl+1 x MO,n~+1 -+ A10 ,n. Over the
generie point of this divisor the universal eurve consists of two eomponents, and
the labelIed points are distributed between them aecording to a. The maps (0.2)
must satisfy for all n 2:: 3 the relations:

r.p;(In('1 ® ... 0,n)) = €(a)(In1 +l ®In2+d(Q9ij 0 ß ®(Q9 ,k)) (0.3)
jESl kES2

where ß = ~.6.a ® .6.bgab is the Casimir element, and €(a) is the sign of the per
lnutation incluced on the odd arguments /],' .. "n' There are two other useful
reformulations of CohFT. First, dualizing (0.2) we get aseries of maps

(0.4)

Thus any homology dass in M O,n+l is interpreted as an n-ary opertaion on H. The
relations (0.3) become identities between these operations whose totality means
that H is given a structure of an algebra aver the cydic operad {H. (MO,n+1, K)}
(see [GI(]).

Second, we can iterate the maps 'Pu in order to study the restrietions of the
classes In (,1 ® ... ® ,n) to all boundary strata. These strata are naturally indexed
by the (dual) trees of stable curves, which form a category. Both sides of (0.2)
extend to the funetors on this category, and (0.3) says that {In} beC0111eS a functor
Inorphism. Below we will extensively use the eombinatorial side of this picture
explained in [I{M].

0.4. Fronl {In} to «I>. Every CohFT {H,g, In} defines a sequence of symlnetric
polynomials Yn : H®n -+ IC

(0.5)
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(0.6)

From (0.3) and I(eel's linear relations between boundary divisors in MOn one can
formally deduce (0.1).

0.5. From <P to {In}. This transition is markedly lnore difficult. If In with
the properties (0.5), (0.6) exist at all , they are defined uniquely, because iterating
(0.3) one can calculate integrals of In over all boundary strata of Mon. Namely, let
T he the dual tree of astahle curve C of genus zero with n marked points. Let us
remind that the set of vertices Vr consists of irreducible components of C, edges Er
are (in a bijection with) double points of C, tails Tr (one vertex edges) are marked
points. Incidence relations hetween Vr , Er, Tr reflect those in C. A flag of T is a
pair (vertex, incident edge 01' tail)j the set of flags is denoted Fr. Let M r C Mon
be the submanifold parametrizing curvcs of type T and their' specialisations. We
have M r f"V TIVEv

r
Mlvl' Here lvi = IFr(v)l, Fr(v) is thc set offlags inciclcnt to v.

The homology classes of an M r generate H*(MOn, I<), and we have from (0.3):

We use here the formalism of tensor products indexed by arbitrary finite sets and
interpret the argument of the r.h.s. (0.7) as an element of H0F

r and Q9VEv
r

Y1vl as
a function on H0 F

r. (0.3) is a particular case of (0.7) for an one-edge tree.

In order to use (0.7) for construction of {In} it remains to check that the r.h.s.
of (0.7) satisfies all the linear relations between the classes of M r in H * (MOn). This
was made in sec. 8 of [I(M] modulo thc theorem, describing these relations and
proved in § 2 of the present paper.

0.6. The tensor product. Let {H',g',I~} and {H",g",I~} be two CohFT's.
Put H = H' ® H" anel 9 = g' 0 g". We can define a CohFT on (H,g) by

I ( , tO. "tO. tO.' tO.") (' ")1' ( 'tO. tO.' ) 1\ 1"( "tO. fO,,") (0 8)n '1 'CI '1 'CJ ... 'CJ 1'n 'CI 1'n := f , ,1' n '1 'CI ••• 'CI 1'n 1\ n '1 'CJ ••• 'CI In .

where €(,', "y") is the standart sign in superalgebra, and A is the cup product in
H*(MOn, I<). One can easily check (0.3). Although (0.8) looks very simple on the
level of fun CohFT's, it cannot be trivially restricted to calculate the potential.
In fact, for potential wc fiust know only the higher dimensional component of In
(see (0.5)), but it involves components of all degrees of I~, I~ (see (0.8)), which are
given by (0.7) as functionals on the bounelary hOlnology classes.

Thc only remaining obstruction to calculating <P of {In} is thus our incoln
plete understanding of the cup product in terms of dual boundary classes. Ralph
I(aufmann obtained a fairly simple formula for the intersection indices of strata of
complementary dimensions. With his permissioll, we reproduce it in §2. But at
the mOlnent we are unable to invert this GraIn matrix (of redundant size).

0.7. Application to quantum coholnology. In the application of this for
lnalism to the quantum cohomology of V we have: H = H*(V, I(), 9 = Poincare
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pairing, and IM InCrt 0 ... 0 In) is the (appropriately defined) number of "sta-
On

ble maps" (C, Xl, ... 1 X n ; <p) where C is a eurve of genus 0 with n marked points
Xl, ... ,Xn , <p : C --+ V is a rnorphism, such that any connected component con
tracted by 'P (together with its special points) is stable. These Gromov-Witten
invariants are of primary interest in enumerative geometry, and we expect that the
tensor product of CohFT's described above furnishes an algorithm for calculating
them on V x W from those on V and W. Strictly speaking, this fiust be proved
starting with a geometrie construetion of GW-invariants. In concrete examples it
suffices to simply check the coincidence of a finite set of coefficients of the two po
tentials using The First Reconstruction Theorem 3.1 of [I(M]. For example, <p

p1
XpI

actually coincides with the tensor square of the simple potential <P
pI

. Namely, if
~o E HO(PI) and ~1 E H 1 (PI) are respectively the fundamental dass and the
dual dass of a point, we have

pI 1 2 z z2
cI> (X ~O + Z~1) = "2 X z + e - 1 - z - 2' (0.8)

where N( a, b) is the nuruber of rational curves of bidegree (a, b) on pI X pI passing
through 2a+2b-l points in general position. As is remarked in [DFI], the structure
of N(a, b) which can be derived from thc associativity equations looks simpler than
that of GW~numbersfor p2, probably because of this tensor product property.

In the remaining part of this Introduction, wc summarize our notation and con
ventions about the combinatorics of trees and the (co)homology of MOn. The next
section is devoted to the multiplicative properties of strata classes. In §2 we prove
the cornpleteness of the standard linear relations between them. The last § 3 dis
cusses rank one CohFT's.

0.8. Partitions and trees. As in [I(M], a tree T for us is a system of finite
sets (Vr , Er, Tr ), Vr =I 0, with appropriate incidence relations defining Fr (see 0.5
above for notation). A structure of S-b'ce on T (where S is a finite set) is given by
a bijection TT --+ S. Sometimes we identify TT with S using this bijection. A tree
T is stahle if Iv I 2: 3 for a11 v E VT • Most our trees are stahle.

A stable S-tree T corresponds to a (faruily of) stable curve(s) of genus 0 with
points labelled by elements of S. One-edge S-trees are in a bijection with unordered
parti tions of S into two subsets a: S = SI II S2; stabili ty rneans that ISi I 2: 2 j thc
tails marked by Si belong to thc vertex Vi, i = 1, 2. We will systernatically identify
such partitions with thc corresponding trees. For such a a and, say, foul' elements
i,j, k, 1 E S we use a notation like ijakl to imply that {i,j} alld {k, I} belong to
different parts of a.
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For two unordered stable partitions U = {SI, Sz} and T = {Tl, Tz} of S put

a(u, T):= the number of non-empty pairwise

distinct sets among Si n T j , i,j = 1,2.

Clearly, a(u,T) = 2,3, or 4. Moreover, a(u,T) = 2 iff a = T, and a(a,T) = 4 iff
there exist pairwise dis tinct i, j, k, 1E S such that sinlultaneously i jak1 and ikT j l.
If a(a, T) = 3, we sonletimes call a and T cOlnpatible. A family of 2-partitions
{Ul, . .. ,um} is called good, if for all i =f j, Ui and Uj are compatible. S-trees form
objects of several catgeories differing by the size of their morphism sets. The nlost
useful morphisIllS f : T --+ a contraet several edges and tails of T: f induees a
surjection Vr -t Vu alld injections Eu --+ Er, Tu -t Tr; labelling sets for T and
U may differ. We will mostly consider morphisms of S-trees identical on S (pure
contractions of edges, or S-moprhisms). The one-vertex tree is a final object in the
category of S-trees and S-morphisms. If a direet product U X T of two S-trees in this
category exists, it comes equipped with two eontraetions aXT -t a and aXT --+ T.

A geometrically nice case is when IEuxrl = IEul + IErl. E.g. for one-edge trees this
is the case when a(u, T) = 3. For a(U , T) = 4, aXT does not exist, and for U = T

we have a x a = a.

A few more words about the geometry of an individual tree T. Any flag f =
(v, e), v E Vr, e E Er 01' e E Tr defines a complete subgraph ß(f) of T whieh we will
call the brancl~ of f. If e E Tr , ß(f) consist of the vertex v and tail e. Generally,
ß(f) includes v, e, anel all edges, vertiees and tails that can be reached from v by
a no-return path starting with f. We denote by Tr(f) the tails belonging to ß(f),
and by S(f) their labels (if T is a labelled tree).

0.9. Moduli spaces. For a finite set S, 151 2: 3, M OS parametrizes stable eurves
of genus zero with a fmnily of pairwisc distinct points labelled by 5. More generally,
for astahle S-tree T, M r parametrizes such eurves with dual graph (isomorphie to)
T; M os eorresponds to the one-vertex S-tree. Any pure contraction T -t U bijective
(but not neeessarily identieal) on S induces a morphism M r -t M u' In this way
{M u} form a topologica! cyclic operad (see [GK]), allel {H* (Mos )} fonn a linear
cyclic operad.

If an S-morphism of S-trees T -t a exists, it is unique, anel M r -t M u is a
closed embedding whose image is ealled a (closed) stratum of M u' In particular,
a11 ].;!r "are" closed strata in M os. Vve have M r ~ TIVEvr M OFr(v) (canoniea11y),

M O,Fr(v) ~ M olvl (non-eanonieally). The codimension of the stratum M r in M r is
1Er I. In partieular, ~ table one-edge S -trees (and stable 2-partitions) a bijectively
correspond to the boundary divisors.

0.10. Keel's presentation. Fixing S, ISI 2: 3, we denote by {Du la sta
ble 2-partitions of S} a family of eOIllIlluting independent variables. Put Fs =
!{[Du ] (Ps = !{ for !SI = 3). We consider Ps as a graded polynomial ring,
deg Du = 1. Define thc ideal 1s C Ps by means of the following generators:

a) For each pairwise distinct quadruple i,j, k, 1E S:

Rijkl := L Du - L Dr EIs.
ijukl kjril

5
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b) For each pair (J', T with a( (J', T) = 4:

FinalIy, put Hs= K[Du ]/ Iso

0.10.1. Theorelll (Keel [Ke]). The map

Du 1---7 dual cohomology dass 0/ the bO'll,ndary divisor

in M os corresponding to the partition (J'

induces the isomorph1sm 0/ rings (doubling the degrees)

HE; -.::, H*(Mos, j().

(0.11)

(0.12)

Sincc M os is a smooth manifold whose hOlnology and cohomology is generated
by aigebraic classes, on which homological and rational equivalences coincide, (0.12)
describes the homology and the Chow ring as weIl. In addition, I(eel's presentation
is very convenient for describing the operadie structure maps. E.g. bijections
S' -r S" (relabelling of points) translate simply by the respective reiabelling of
Du 's. For the remaining morphisms, see the next section.
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§1. Boundary strata and the multiplicative structure of H*(Mos)

1.1. Good lllonoillials. Thc monomial Du! ... Duo E Ps is called good, if
the family of 2-partitions {er), ... ,era} is good, i.e. a(eri, erj) = 3 for i #- j. In
particular, Du and 1 are good.

1.2. Leillma. Let T be a stable 5-tree with IErl 2:: 1. For each e E Er, de
note by er( e) the 2-partition 0/ 5 corresponding to the one edge 5 -tree obtained by
contracting all edges except for e. Then

m(T):= II Du(e)

eES.,.

is a good monomial.

Proof. Let e #- ef E Er. There exists a sequence of pairwise distinct edges
e = e~, e~, . .. ,e~, e~+) = e' , l' 2:: 0, such that ej and ej+l have a C0l11mOn vertex
Vj.

V r w S/I'}
I

er+r e

../'----- -...r-----

u

t;;=e

T

FIGURE 1. Arrows symbolize branches.

Let u hc the remaining vertex of c, w that of e'. Let 5' he the set of all tails of T

helonging to the branches starting at u hut not with a flag helonging to ej silnilarly,
let 5 n be the set of all tails of T belonging to the hranches that start at w hut not
with a flag helonging to e'. Finally, let T be the set of all tails on the branches
at va, ... ,Vr not starting with the flags in e~, ... ,e~+l (we identify tails with their
labels). Since T is stable, all three sets 5', 5n and T are non-empty. Finally

•
er(e) = {S', S" II T}, er(e/) = {S' IIT, S"}.

It follows that a(er (e), er (e' )) = 3 so that 1n(T) is a good lnonomial.

We put m(T) = 1, if IErl = O.

1.3. Proposition. For any 1 :::; l' ::; ISI - 3, the map T l----t m(T) establishes
a bijection between the set of good monomials 0/ degree r in Ps and stable 5 -trees
T with lET I = l' modulo 5 -isomorphism. There are no good monomials of degree

> 151-3.
Proof. For r = 0,1 the assertion is dear. Assurne that for some r 2:: 1 the map

T l----t m(T) is surjective on good monomials of degree r. We will prove then that
it is surjective in the degree r + 1.
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Let deg m' = r + 1. Choose a divisor Du of m' which is extremal in the following
sense: one element, say 51, of the partition a = {5 j , 52} is minimal in the set of all
elements of all 2-partitions (7' such that Da' dividcs m'. Put m' = Dum. Since m
is good of degree r, we have m = m(7) for some stable 5-tree 7. We will show that
m' = m(7') where 7' is obtained frolu T by inserting a new edge with tails rnarked
by 51 at an appropriate vertex V E Vr . (This means that vice versa, there exists a
contraction T' --+ T of one edge to the vertex having incident flags SI and (half of)
this edge).

,~.7v -----~~.: } SI

FIGURE 2. Inserting an edge at avertex.

First we fiUSt find v in T. To this end, consider any edge e E Er and the
respective partition a(e) : {S~, S~'} (obtained by contracting all edges except for
e). Since a( {SI, S2}, {S~, S~'}) = 3 and 8 j is nlinimal, one sees that exactly one
of the sets {S~, S~'} strictly contains SI. Let it be S~'. Orient e by declaring that
the direction from the vertex (corresponding to) S~ to S~' is positive. We claim
that with this orientation, for any w E Vr there can be at most one eclge outgoing
from w. In fact, if T contains a vertex w with two positively oriented flags fI and
12, then SI must be contained in thc two subsets of 5,5(/1) and 5(/2). But their
intersection is empty.

w

f
1

FIGURE3.

f
2

Tr(f~

It follows that there exists exactly one vertex v E Vr having no outgoing edges.
Moreover, SI is contained in the set of labels of the tails at v by construction. If we
now define T' by inserting a new edge e' at v so that a(e') = a, we will clearly have
m' = m(T'). If r ::; ISI- 4, thc tree T' cannot bc unstable because, first, 15 j 1 .2::: 2,
and second, at least two more flags converge at lvi: otherwise the unique incoming
edge would produce the partition {SI, 52} = a which would mean that D rr divides
already m(T).
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For r = ISI- 3, this argulnent shows that 7n' cannot exist because all the vertices
of T have valency three.

I t remains to check that if m (Td = m (TZ), then Tl anel TZ are isomorphic.

Assume that this has been ehecked in degree ~ rand that deg TI = deg TZ =
r + 1. Choose an extremal divisor D(7 of m(T]) = m(TZ) as above and eontraet the
respeetive edges of Tl, TZ getting the trees T{, T~. Since m(T{) = m( T~) = m(Ti)/Du,
TI and T~ are isomorphie by the inductive assumption. This isolnorphism respects
the marked vertices v~, v~ corresponding to the contracted edges because as we have
seen they are uniquely defined. Hence it extends to an S-isomorphism TI --+ TZ' •

1.3.1. Relnark. Proposition 1.3 and Kecl's theorem 0.10.1, together with the
fact that the boundary divisors have transversal intersections, show that the image
of a good rnonomial m (T) in H" (M os) is the dual dass of the straturn M r'

1.4. Multiplication forlnulas I. Let now (j, T be two stable S-trees, IE(71 = 1.
We have the following three possibilities

a). D(7m(r) is a good monomial. Then

Dum(r) = rn(r') (1.1 )

where T' --+ T is the unique S-morphism contracting the edge in E r / whose 2
parti tion coincides with that of a.

More generally, if 1'11.((j )1n(r) is a good monomial,then

m(a)m(T) = m(a x T) (1.2)

where the direct product is the categorical one in the category of S-trees and S
Inorphisms. We can identify E(7xr with E(7 U Er, and PI : a x r -+ (j (resp.
pz: p X T --+ T) contracts edges of the second factor (resp. of the first one).

b). There exists a divisor D(7' 0/ m(T), IE(7/1 = 1, such that a(a, a') = 4. Then

Dum(T) == 0 fiod 1s, (1.3)

where 1s C Fs is thc ideal of I(eel's relations.

c). D(7 divides m(T). Then let e E Er be the edge corresponeling to a; VI, Vz its
vcrtices, (Vi, e) the corresponeling fiags.

We will write several different expressions for D(7m(T) fiod 1s, corresponding
to various possible choices of unordered pairs of distinct fiags {t,]} C Fr (VI) \
{(VI, e)}, {k, l} C Fr(vz) \ {(VZ, e)}. For each choice, put

Tl = Fr(VI) \ {t,],(vl,e)},

Tz = Fr (V2) \ {k, l, (V2, e)}.

Notice that because of stability the set of such choices is non-ernpty.
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1.4.1. Proposition. For every such choice we have

Dam(T) =- L m(irT,e(r)) - L m(irT,e(T)) lnod 15 (1.4)
TeTI TeT2
ITI~1 ITI~1

where trT,e (T) is the tree obtained Irom T by "transplanting all bmnches starting in
T to the middle point 01 the edge e. " (An empty sum is zero).

T

'I)\T-
J

k

-
k 1

t T 2
v

2

e

vI

- T::J T
1 I

J

't

-
1

FIGURE 4. Transplants: arrows symbolize branches.

Remark. We can also describe trT,e(r) as a result of inserting an extra edge
instead of the vertex VI (resp. V2) and putting the branches T to the common vertex
of thc new edge and e, siInilarly to what we have done in the proof of Proposition
1.3. There exists a unique S-morphism trT,e(r) -7 r contracting one edge.

Proof. We choose pairwise distinct labels on the chosen branches i E S(I-"), j E
S(J), k E S(k), I E S(l) and then calculate the element (see (0.10))

Rijkl . m(r) = (L Dp - LDp) m(r) == 0 lnod Is. (1.5)
ijpkl kjpil

Since ijakl, for all terms D p of the second SUln in (1.5) we have a(a, p) = 4 so
that D p m (r) E 1s. Among the terms of the first surn, there is one Da. If i j pk1
and p i= a, then D p cannot divide 7n( r). Otherwise p would correspond to an edge
e' i= e, but the 2-partition of such an edge cannot break {i, j, k 1 l} into {i, j} and
{k,l} as a glance to a picture of T shows. It follows that Dpm(r) = rn(p x r) as in
(1.2). The projection p x r -7 r contracts the extra edge onto a vertex that can be
only one of the ends of e, otherwise, as above, the condition ijpkl cannot hold. It
should be dear by now that p x T must be one of the trees irT,e(r), and that each
tree of this kind can be uniquely represented as p x r for some p with ijpkl. Eut
from (1.5) it follows that
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which is (1.4).

D(7m(r) == - L Dp1n(r) IllOd 1s
ijpkl
p=p (7

•

(1.6)

1.5. Corollary. Classes 0/ good monomials linearly generate FsI1s = Hs'
This follows from (1.1), (1.3) and (1.4) by induction on the degree.

1.5.1. Remark. Formulas (1.1)-(1.4) (and (1.7) below) can be rewritten as
expressing operadie morphisms 'P~ : H*(Mos) --+ H*(M(7) = H*(Mo,Slll{'}) 0
H*(Mo,s211{.}), a = {SI, S2} in terms of classes of boundary divisors. E.g. (1.4)
means that

'P~(D(7)==- L Dr 01- L 10Dp ,

ijr{·} {·}p{kl}

where r (resp. p) runs over stahle 2-partitions of Sll1{.} (resp. Sll1{.}).

1.6. Multiplication fornlulas IL It may be more convenient to have formulas
independent of arbitrary choice of {z, j, k, I}. One way to achieve this is to average
(1.4) over all possible choices. We will illustrate this procedure by calculating D;
and some of the "tautological classes."

Let a be astahle 2-partition {Tl, T2 } of S.

1.6.1. Proposition. We haue

Inod 1s
(1.7)

Pro 0 f. We first wri te (I~ I) (I~21) identities (1.4) for all possible choices of

i,j E Tl, k, I E T2 , then surn them up and change the summation order hy first
choosing subsets T C Tl 01' T2 , and thcn i, j or k, 1 in the cOlnplement. •

1.6.2. Tautological classes. These classes rJi) E H* (MOn) are defined as
Cl (T;i (C))d where C --+ MOn is the universal curve, Xi : Mon --+ C is the i-th
section, and T;j is the relative cotangent sheaf to C at Xi.

In order to calculate r 1(i), identify C --+ Mon with the morphism M 0,71+1 -t Man
forget ting the (n + 1)-th section. Then the section Xi ( MOn) becomes the boundary

divisor Di := D{i,n+1},{l, ... ,i, ... ,n} in MO,71+h and r?) becomes the puH back of
-D;' Applying (1.7) to this situation we get:

11



1.6.3. Proposition.

r(i) - '" (n - 151)(n - [51- 1) D Inod I (1.8)
1 -. LJ (n _ 1)(n _ 2) 8,{I, ... ,n}\S S

IESe{l, ... ,n}
lSI~2, n-ISI~2

1.7. Multiplication fOrlTIulas III. The functional fM o s : H*(Mo,s) --1- 1( is
~~n~ ,

{
1,

1n(r)~ 0
if deg m(r) = 151- 3,

otherwise.

Notice that deg m(r) = !51 - 3 iff lvi = 3 for all v E VTl and MT is a point in this
case. We put (0"1,0"2) = fMos m(O"I )1n(0"2) and set to calculate this intersection
index for the case when deg 1n(O"d + deg 1n(0"2) = ISI - 3. Generally, we will
write (m) instead of fMos m. The following notions and results are due to Ralph
I<aufmann. We can assume that all pairs of different divisors of m (0"1) and m (0"2 )
are cOlnpatible, otherwise (0"1,0"2) = O. Put r = 0"1 X 0"2 in the category of S
morphisms. This is a tree with a marked subset of edges E corresponding to Der 's
whose squares divide m(0"1 )m(0"2)' We denote by J the subgraph of r consisting of
E and its vertices.

Consider an orientation of aU edges of b. CaU it good if for all vertices v of r, the
number of ingoing edges equals Ivl- 3, where lviIneans the valency in r. Notice
that for v r/:. Vo we interpret this as lvi = 3.

1.7.1. ,Proposition (R. Kaufmann). There cannot exist more than one good
orientation 0/ <5. I/ there is none, we haue (0"1,0"2) = O. // there is oue, we haue

(0"1,0"2) = II (-1)IVI-3(lvl- 3)!
vEVr

(1.9)

For a proof, see Appendix.
Renlark. Notice that (1.9) depends only on r whereas E influences only the

existence of the good orientation. Curiously, (1.9) coincides with the virtual Euler
characteristics of the non-compact moduli space MT = I1VEV

r
Mo,lvl' We do not

know why this is so.
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§ 2. Boundary strata and the additive structure of H*(Mos)

2.1. Basic linear relations. Let ISI 2::: 4. Consider a system (T, V, z,], k, T)
. where T is an S-tree, v E 1f r is a vertex with lvi 2::: 4 and I,], k, TE Fr(v) are pairwise

distinct flags (taken in this order). Put T = F r (v) \ {z,], k, T}. For any ordered
2-partition of T, 0' = {Tl, T2 }, (oue or both Ti can be empty) we can define two
trees T' (0') and T" (a). The first one is obtained by inserting a new edge e at v E V
with branches {z,], Tl} and {k, T, T2 } at its edges. The second one correspollds
similarly to {k,], Tl} and {z, l, T2 }. We remind that S (z) is the set of labels of tails
belonging to the brauch of z.
2.1.1. Proposition. We haue

R(T,v,z,],k,l) := L[111(T'(0:)) - n1(T"(0:))] - 0 mod Is (2.1)

Proof. Choose i E S(Z), j E S(]), k E S(k), 1 E S(T), and calculate Rijklm,(T) =
o IllOd Is, where RijkJ is defined by (0.1). Consider e.g. the summands Du 1n(T)
for ijakl.

T
2

-
1

k

-
.: T k ': T

- - 1 - ' J

J J

~'(a) ~n(a)

T

- - - -
I J k 1

FIGURE 5.
From the picture of T it is clear that Drr does not divide m(T). If Dum(r) does

not vanish modulo I s , we must have Dum(T) = m(a x T), and aXT is of the type
T'(O:). Sirnilarly, the sunlmands of Dum(r) with kjail are of the type m(T"(a)).

2.2. Theoreln. All linear relations modulo 15 between good monomials of de
gree r + 1 are spanned by the relations (2.1) for IErl = 1'.

Proof. For r = 0 this holds by definition of Is. Generally, denote by H*s
the linear space, generated by the symbols p(T) for all classes T of stahle S-trees
modulo isomorphisms, satisfying the analog of the relations (2.1)

1'(r, v, z,], k, T) := L(p(T'(o:)) - p(r"(o:))] = 0 (2.2)

13



Denote by 1 the symbol p(p) where p is one-vertex tree.

2.2.1. Main Lemma. There exists on H*8 a structure 0/ HEi-module given by
the /ollowing multiplication /ormulas reproducing (1.1), (1.3) and (1.4):

Derp,(r) = p,(a X r)

i/ Derm(r) is a goOO monomial;

i/ there exists a divisor Der, 0/ m(r) such that a(a, a') = 4;

Derp,(r) = - L J-l(trT,c(r)) - L p,(trT,e(T))
Ten Tc~

ITI;:::] ITI;:::1

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

i/ Der divides M( r), and e corresponds to a. The notation in (2.5) is the same as
in (1.4).

Deduction of Theorem 2.2 from the Main Lelnnla. Since the monomials
m(r) satisfy (2.1), there exists a surjective linear lnap a : H*8 --+ H; : p,(r) t--r m(r).
On the other hand, from (2.3) it follows that m(a )J.l(r) = J.l( a x r) if m(a )rn(r) is a
good monomial. Hence we have a linear map b : H s--+ H*s : rn(r) t--r Il(r) = m(r)l
inverse to a. Therefore dirn H*s = dirn Hsso that the Theorem 2.2 follows.

We now start proving the Main Lemma.

2.2.3. (2.5) is weIl deftned. The r.h.s. of (2.5) formally depends on the choice
Of2,), Tc, 1. We first check that different choices coincide modulo (2.2). It is possible
to pass from one choice to another by replacing one flag at a tilne. So let us consider
Z' =f:. Z,) 1 k, land writc the difference of the right hand sides of thc relations (2.5)
wri tten for (r ,V 1 t,), Je, 1) and (T, V, t' ,)1 k1 l). The tenns corresponding to those
T that do not contain {t, z'} cancel. This includes all terms with T c T2 • The
remaining sum can be rewritten as

L [1l(trTuft,}(T)) - J.l(trTU{i}(r))]
TeT1 \{I,I' ,n

(2.6)

where now T can be empty.

We contend that (2.6) is of the type (2.2). More precisely, consider allY of the
trees trTU{II} (r), trTU{I} (r) ancl contract the edge whose vertices are incident to
the flags Z,), z'. We will gct a tree a and its vertex v E VT • The pair (a, v) up
to a canollical isomorphism does not depend on the trallsplants we started with.
In Fer(v) there are flags 2,),2' and one more flag whose branch contains both k
and land which we denote h. Then (2.6) is -r(a,v,I,),I',h) (see (2.2)). This is
illustrated by the Figure 6.

14



1

-
1

J

tr _ (-T\
TU{i~} ~)

-
h,

-
k

1

TU {i }

Cl'

FIGURE 6. The edge 1= is contracted to v.

2.2.4. Operators DO' on H*s pairwise CO lTIlTIUte. We have to prove the
identities

(2.7)

Consider several possibilities separately.

i) There exists a divisorDO' ojrn(r) such thata(al,a) =4, so thatDer1 J.l(r) =
o.

If D0'2J.L(r) = 0 as weH, (2.7) is true. If D0'2J.L(r) = J.l(a2 X r), then DO' divides
m(a2 x r), and (2.7) is agajn true. Finally, if D er2 divides 1n(r), thcn a2 =I=- a
(otherwise m(r) would not be a good monomial). Henee the transplants trT,e(r)
entering the fonnula of the type (2.5) whieh we ean use to ealeulate D0'2 J.L (r) will
aU contain an edge corresponding to (J" so that D0'1 (trT,e(r)) = 0, and (2.7) again
holds.

The same argument applies to the ease when D0'2J1(r) = O.
From now on we may and will assurne that for any divisor Der of nt(r) we have

a(a, (1) ~ 3, a(a, (2) :::; 3, and that (J"1 =I=- a2·

ii) a(a1, (2) = 4 and D er2 divides m(r).

Then DO'l does not divide rn(r), so that D er1 J.l(r) = J.L(a1 xr), and D0'2(DO'dJ,(r)) =
O. On the other hand, D0'2J.L( r) is a surn of transplants to the midpoint of the edge,
eorresponding to a2. Each such transplant has an edge giving the 2-partition a2,

so that DO'l (D0'2J.l( r)) = O.
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The case a(aI, a2) = 4 and DCF1 /m( r) is treated in the same way.

Hence from this point Oll we cau and will in addition assume that a(aI' a2) = 3.

iii) DCF1 does not divide m(r).

If DCF ']. does not divide m(r) as weH, then DCF1 (DCF'].p(r)) = DCF1 P(a2 x r) =
p(al X a2 x r) = DCF2 (D CF1 P(r)). If DCF2 divides m(r), we will use a carefully chosen
formulas of the type (2.5) for the calculation of DCF2 p(r). Narnely, let VI be the
(unique) vertex of r which gets replaced by an edge in al x r, and let e2 be the
edge of r corresponding to DCF'].. Let U2, UI be the vertices of C2 such that UI can
be joined to VI by a path not passing by e2.

Consider first the subcase UI =I VI· Choose some Z, J E F r ( U2) and k, I E F r (ur)
in such a way that Tstarts a path leading frolu UI to VI. Use these 1,J, k, Tin a
formula of the type (2.5) to calculatc DCF2 J-l (T) and then D CF1 (D CF']. P(r )), that will
insert an edge instead of the vertex VI which survives in all the transplants entering
DCF2 P (T ). Then calculate DCF2 (D CF 1 P (T )) by first inserting the edge at VI, and then
constructing the transplants not rnoving 7, J, k, T. Since by our choice of I we never
transplant the branch containing VI, the two calculations will give the same result.

Now let VI = UI. Let {SI, S2} be the 2-partition of S corresponding to al. Since
al x T exists, {SI, S2} is induced by a partition of Fr(VI) = SI 11 S2' We denote
by 32 the part to which the flag (VI = U 1, e2) belongs. Let T = 52 \ ({ (VI =
U], e2)} 11 Fr (U2)). This set is non-empty because otherwise e2 would correspond
to {SI, 52} and we would have al = U2. Take 2,J E Fr (U2), k E 5\ and TE T: see
Figure 7.

s s - - -
S \ TO S

J J J 1
~ ~

}R1

iZ/
k

...... -~

?}r
k ......... -!) T

S : tETO SI

} R2

Z S
2

-
i

i ...... '

j T

't cr X 't tr ('t)
I T.e z ·

TOSt4:e'

FIGURE 7.

Now cansider D CF2 (D CF1 J-L( T)) and D CF1 (D CF2 p(r)). Ta calculate the first expression
we form a surn of transplants of al x T. To calculate the secand oue, we form
transplants of T, and then insert an edge at VI = UI'

The transplants corresponding to the branches at U2 will be the same in both ex
pressions. The transplants corresponding to the subsets T C T \ {T} will also be the
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same. In addition, the second expression will contain the tenns -DUl (p(trr'€2(T)))
where T n SI =1= 0. But each such term vanishes. In fact, consider the 2-partition
p = {R l , Rz} of S corresponding to the edge of trT

'
€2 (T) containing the flag

(VI = U1 , ez), and let k, 1 E R1 . A glance to thc third tree of the Figure 7 shows
that a(p, 171) = 4, because if t E T n SI, t E S(t), then ktfJ'1 il and klpit. Hence the
extra terms are irrelevant.

The case when D(T2 daes not divide m(T) is treated in the same way. It renlains
to consider the last possibility.

Denote by el (resp. ez) the edge corresponding to fJ'I (resp. fJ'z). Let u}, uz
(rcsp. VI, vz) be the vertices of el (resp. e2) nurnbered in such a way that there is
a path from U2 to VI not passing through eI, ez (the case U2 = Vj is allowed). To
calculate the rnultiplication by D(Tl chaose Z, J E FUl (T) \ {('Ul, ej )}, l on the path
from uz to VI if U2 =1= VI, and r= (VI, e2) if U2 = VI; k E Fr (V2) \ {l}. To calculate
tbe product by Der2 , choase similarly k', T' E FT (V2) \ {(V2, e2)}, I' E Fr(vj) on the
path from VI to Uz, if VI =1= U2, and I' = (uz, et} if v] = Uz, j' E FT ( VI) (see Figure
8).

T'-, e

_
k, ~_vt---2__2__ v 1

I ---- r---.".
-,
J

-
k

~ -l_e_1 -.<
U 1 J

FIGURE 8.

The critica.l chaice here is that of [ and t'. It ensures that calculating D (Tl (D (T2 p(T))
and Der2 (D erl p(T)) we will get thc sarne sum of transplanted trees. This ends the
proof of (2.7).

2.2.5. COlllpatibility with Is-generating relations. If Derl D(T2 = 0 because
a( fJ'I ,fJ'z) = 4, one sees that Derl (D(T2P(T)) = 0 looking through various subcases in
2.2.4. It remains to show that RijklP(T) = 0 where Rijkl is defined by (0.10).

Consicler the smallest connected subgraph in T containing the flags i,j, k, l. The
Figure 9 gives the following exhaustive list of alternatives. Paths from i to j and
from k to l: i) have at least one conunon edge; ii) have exactly one common vertex;
iii) da not intersect.
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- - -
TJ 1 or k k

Y - Y
J k

X
A A

- -
1 k or 1 1 J

i) ii) iii)

FIGURE9.
Consider them in turn.

i). Let e be an edge common to the paths i j and kl. Denote by p the respective
2-partition. Then ikpjl 01' ilpkj. Therefore any summand of Rijkl annihilates D p

so that RijklP(T) = 0 in view of (2.4).

ii). Let v be the vertex common to the paths ij and kl. Then exactly the same
calculation as in the proof of the Proposition 2.1.1 shows that

(notation as in (2.1) and (2.2)).

iii). This is the most complex case. Let us draw a more detailed picture of T in
the neighborhood of the subgraph we are considering (Figure 10).

Tm ~? !J,
-

* ~k - - - -- J

1
1

FIGURE 10.

Let VI be the vertex on the path ij which is connected by a sequence of edges
eI, ... ,em (m 2:: 1) with the vertex V m on the path kl so that ea has vertices
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(Va 1 va+d in this order. Let Ta be the set of flags at Va which do not coincide with
z, j 1 k, l, and do not belong to ea -1 , ea .

Consider any sUIllluand Der of Rijkl. If jkuil, then Derf-l(r) = 0 because each
edge ea determines a partition p of S such that ijpkl. From now on we assurne that
i j u k l. Then Der fl (r) can be nonzero if one of the two alternatives holds:

a). For some Va, there exists a partition Ta = T~ IJ T~',(with IT~I 2:: 1, IT~' 2: 1,
except for the case a = 1 where Tl can be empty, and a = rn where T:n can be
empty) such that the following two sets

SI = Sei) TI S(J) TI S(T{) TI··· TI S(T~),
52 = S(T~') TI S(Ta+1 ) TI··· TI S(Tm ) TI S(k) TI S(T)

fonn the 2-partition corresponding to u. In this case

Derfl(r) = p(u X r),

and u x r is obtained by inserting a new edge at Va and by distributing T~ and T~'

at different vertices of this edge.

b). For some ea , the two sets

SI = SeI) TI S(1) TI(TI S(Ti )),

i:::;a

S2 = ( TI S(Td) TI S(k) TI S(l)
i~a+l

form the 2-partition corresponding to u.

In this case Der divicles m(T), and in order to calculate DerP(T) using a fonnula
of the type (2.5) we must first choose two pairs of flags at two vertices of Va'

Contributions from a) and b) cOlue with opposite signs, alld we contend that
they completely cancel each other.

To see the pattern of the cancellation look first at the case a) at VI. It brings
(with positive sign) the contributions corresponding to the following trees. Form all
the partitions Tl = Ti IJ T;' such that T;' f:. 0, where Tl = Fr (VI) \ {Z", J, (Vl, el)}'
Transplant all Ti'-branches to the luidpoint of el. Denote the new vertex v~. The
result is drawn as Figure 11.

',';T
2------=-

'.: Tl

J

FIGURE 11.
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Now consider the ternlS of the type b) for the edge el. If r11. = 2, we choose for
the calculation of D U1 fL(T) (where al corresponds to el) the flags Z, J, k, 1. If 1n > 2,
we choose the flags z, J, (Vz, el ), t E Tz. Then we get the sum of two contributions.
One will consist of the trees obtained by transplanting branches at VI' They cOlne
with negative signs and exactly cancel the previously considered terms of the type
a). If m = 2, the second gronp will cancel the terms of the type a) coming from Vz.

Consicler a somewhat more difficult case m > 2. Then this second group of
terms comes froln the trees indexed by the parti tions Tz = T; Il T;' ,t E T;', T; =I=- (/).

Branches corresponding to T~ are transplanted to the midpoint vi of the edge e].

These terms come with negative signs: see Figure 12.

::T2 } T
2,

',: T
2

FIGURE 12.
These trees in turn cancel with those coming from the terms of the type a) at

the vertex Vz with positive sign. However, there will be additional terms of the type
a) for which t E T;. They will cancel with one group of transplants contributing to
D u2 J.l( T) where az corresponds to the edge ez of the Figure 10, if for the calculation
of Du'lJ.l(T) one uses (2.5) with the following choice of flags: (vz, el), t at one end,
( V3 , el ), some t' E T3 at the other end (this last choice lnust be replaced by k, T, if
m = 3).

The same pattern continues nntil all the terms cancel.

2.2.6. COlnpatibility with relations (2.2). By this time we have checkecl
that the action of any element of Fs/1s on the individual generators J.L(T) of H.s
is weil defined modulo the span 1.5 of relations (2.2). It relnains to show that
the subspace in EB T 1(J.L( T) spanned by these relations is stable with respect to this
action. But the calculation in the proof of the Proposition 2.2.1 shows that

r(T, v, T,], k, f) == m(T)rijkl moel 1.5 ,

where rijkl is obtained from Rijkl by replacing 1n(a) with J-L(a). To multiply this
by any element of HE; we can first multiply it by m(T), then represent the result as
a linear combination of good Inonolnials, and finally multiply each good 1110nomial
by rijkl. The result willlie in 1.5.

This finishes the proof of the Main Leluma and the Theorem 2.2.
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§3. Cohomological Field Theories of rank 1.

3.1. Notation. Rank ofa CohFT on (H,g) is the (super)dimension of H. In this
section we consider the case dirn H = 1. To slightly sirnplify notation let us asslllne
that all square roots exist in ]C Then H = ](.6..0 , g(.6..o,~o) = 1, ~ = ~~2 E H0 2 •

The basic vector .6..0 is defined up to a sign. We will consider its choice as a
rigidification and without further ado call such rigidified theories sirnply CohFT's
of rank oue.

A structure of CohFT on (H, ßo) boils down to a sequence of cohomology classes
(generally non-homogeneous)

(3.1)

satisfying the identities
(3.2)

where cPu: MO,nl+ 1 x Mo,n2+ 1 --+ Mon is the embedding of the boundary divisor

d · t t't' ( (0 3)) P t "",n-3 (i) (i) H2i (M )correspon Ing 0 a par 1 Ion a see . . U Cn = L..ti=O Cn , Cn E On .

Changing sign of 6.0 leads to C n f---7 (-1 )cn .

The tensor product formula (0.8) becomes

{c~} 0 {c~} = {c~ A c:~}, (3.3)

if we agree that (H', ~~) 0 (H", L\.~) = (H' 09 H", L\.~ 0 L\.~).

Here are some simple consequences of (3.2) and (3.3).

3.1.1. The theory C n = c~ = [Mon] for n 2:: 3 is the identity with respect to the
tensor produet.

3.1.2. The theories cn(t) = t n- 2 [Mon], t E ](*, form a group isomorphie to ](*.

3.1.3. The theory {c n } is invertible iff c~O) =1= O. Any invertible theory is a ten

sor product of one of the type {cn(t)} and one with e~O) = 1 for all n, and this
decomposition is uniquc.

3.1.4. Assume that d?) = 1 and put An = log en E H*(MOn1 ]()Sn. Then (3.2)
becomes

(3.4)

and (S.3) beeomes
(3.5)

Viee versa, any sequenee of classes An E H*(Mon , ]()Sn satisfying (3.4) gives rise
to a CohFT of rank 1, Cn = exp An' We can say that {An} forms a logarithmic
CohFT of rank 1.
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3.1.5. There is a canonical bijection between the set 0/ the isomorphism classes
0/ CohFT's 0/ rank 1 and the set of infinite sequences (C3,C4,. .. ) E leX) given by

Cn = '- Cn = ~ c~n-3).
IMan iMan

In fact, this is a particular case of the equivalence stated in 0.4 and 0.5, be
cause any formal series in Olle variable ~(x) = L: !2tx n satisfies thc associativityn.
equations.

Formula (0.7) reconstructing c~li) from Gm becomes

(3.6)

where [m(r)] E H*(Mon ) is the image ofthe good rnonomial m(r). We do not know
nice formulas for the tensor product in terms of coordinates (Ci)' The main goal of
this section is to show that there are natural coordinates defined geometrically that
are simply additive with respect to the tensor rnultiplication of invertible theorics.

, This is a reformulation of certain identities froln [AC].

3.2. Mumford classes. Considcr the universal curve pn: X n -1 MOn and its
structure sections Si: MOn -1 X n , i = 1, ... ,n. Let Xi C X n be the image of Si, W

the relative dualizing sheaf on X n . For a = 1,2, ... put

(3.7)

It is proved in [AC] that for any a 2: 1 (in fact, a = 0 as weH) {wn(a) In 2:: 3}
satisfy (3.4) i.e., form a logarithmic field theory. Hence we can construct an infinite
dilnensional family of invertible theories of rank one:

00

W n [SI, S2 , .•• ] := exp (L Sa W n ( a) ), n 2:: 3.
a=l

(3.8)

3.2.1. Theqreln. (Ba) form a coordinatc system on the space of isomorphism

classes 0/ theories with c~O) = 1, defilling its group isomorphism with !(f.

Proof. The SUfi in the r.h.s. effectively stops at a = n - 3 (cf. (3.7)). Thc
Gn-coordinate of the theory (3.8) is therefore

where Pn is a universal polynolnial. Hence it remains to check that the coefficient
at Sn-3 does not vanish. But this follows frOln the weH known fact that W(L:7=1 Xi)
is an ample sheaf on X n .
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3.2.2. Remark. The theories we are considering here are tree level ones in
the terminology of (I(M]. The general definition of a CohFT given there involves
maps Ig,n: H0n --+ H* (Mg,n) for all stahle pairs (g, n). The classes wn(a) given
by (3.7) cau he automatically defined in this larger generality, and the extension of
the property (3.4) is proved in [AC] for an (g, n). Therefore formulas (3.8) in fact
define fun (any genus) rank one theories.

However we do not know whether Theorem 3.2.3 extends to the general case
because it is unclear whether functions Cg,n := IM {1,n cg1n form a coordinate system
on the space of fuH rank 1 theories. In fact, they probably do not, because of the
presence of non-trivial cusp classes in H*(M g,n) having vanishing restrictions to
the boundary.

3.3. Potential of rank 1 theories. Denote by <I>(x; SI, 82, ... ) the potential
of wn[s), S2, . .. ] at x~ (see (0.6)). Vve have from (3.8):

00 x n 1, Sfll a

<I>(x; SI, 52, .. ') = L -, L _ TI Wn(a)m a TI ~.
n. M ffia ·

n=3 (m a ): L am a =n-3 On a a

(3.9)

Vve expect that (3.9) satisfies same interesting differential equations encoding re
cursive relations between the numbers

Some partial results are given below.

It is even possible that such equations for arhitrary genus are implicit in the
relations (conjectured by Wittcn and proved by Di Francesco, Itzykson, and Zuber)
between the numbers denoted in [AC]

where W(ma),n are certain cOlnbinatorial classes defined in ternlS of ribbon graphs.
In fact, it is conjectured in [AC] that the dual cohonlology classes of W(ma),n cau
be expressed as

plus terms of lower order and boundary terms (our wn(a) are denoted ka in [AC]).

We hope to return to this problem elsewhere. Here we will treat thc case when
only oue of the coordinates Sa is non-zero.

3.4. Weil-Petersson theory. The noncolnpact rnoduli spaces Mon possess a
canonical Weil-Petersson hermitean rnetric. It is singular on the boundary, but its
I(ähler form extends to a closed L 2-current on Mon thus defining areal cohomology
dass w;;? E H 2 (A1on )Sn (see [W] and [ZD.
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In [AC] this dass is identified as

w;;P = 21r2wn (1). (3.10)

The additivity property (3.4) for w;;P was used by P. Zograf ([Zn in order to
calculate the WP-volumes of !vIOn' In our fnunework, he calculated the coefficients
of the potential of the theory {exp(1r-2w;;P)}.

3.5. Weil-Petersson potential. The Cn-coordinate of {exp(1r-2W;; P)} is

. 1 r (w;;P)n-3 = V n
1r2(n-3) J"K1

on
(11, - 3)1 (11, - 3)!

in the notation of [Z]. P. Zograf proved that V4 = 1, Vs = 5, V6 = 61, V7 = 1379, and
generally

_ nL:-
3

i (11, - i - 2) (11, - 4) ( n ). .
V n - l' 1 . + 1 V z+2 V n-I, 11, 2: 4.

11, - l - l
i=l

The potential (0.6) of the theory is therefore

00

n;.wp() '"' V n n
'±' x:= ~ '( _ )' x .n.n 3.

n=3

(3.11)

We cau rewrite (3.11) as a differential equation for <I>wP(x). Following [M], put

d dg(x) = X2_(X-1_<I>wP(x)).
dx dx

Then we have
x(x - g)g" = x(g')2 + (x - g)g'.

3.6. A generalization of Zograf's recursive relations. Put

Zn := 1- wn(n - 3),
MOn

11, 2: 3. (3.12)

Define for each 11, 2: 3 an Sn-invariant function An on the set of isomorphism classes
of n-trees a with the following property:

'"' { 1 if IErl = 11, - 3 - a and :lv E Vr, lvI = a +3,
( D An(a)a, r)=. (3.13)
u:IE" l=a 0 otherwlse,

where (a, r) is defined by (1.9). Presumably, (3.12) cau be calculated inductively
using the definition (3.7). The solvability of (3.13) will be shown below. To find
an explicit solution one has to invert the Poincare pairing lnatrix restricted to the
Sn-invariant part of H*(MOn)' Hopefully, aversion of the Proposition 1.7.1 can be
used to do this.

Put

() {
IM wn(a) n~3, if a/(n - 3),

On a = On

ootherwise.

This isa part of the coefficients in (3.9).
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3.6.1. Theorem. For a fixed a 2:: 1, the sequence {rln(a)}, 11, 2:: 3 satisfies the
recursive relations

(3.15)

Proof. First of all, we can calculate wn(a) as a functional on the homology
dasses of the strata MT where T runs over stable n-trees with IErl = 11, - 3 - a.
Namely, since {wn(a)} form a logarithmic field theory, we have

(3.16)

where pr~ : MT --+ M O, F,.(V) is the canonical projection.

In (3.16), only the sumrnands with lvi = a + 3 can be non-vanishing, and there
can exist at most one such summand, because IVrl = IErl + 1 = n - 2 - a, so that

2: (Ivl- 3) = ITrl + 21Er l- 31Vrl = a.
vEVr

It follows that wn(a) is dual to the dass Za+3 L:u:IE<1I=a An(a)[Mu], in the notation
of (3.13).

Similarly, one can calculate W n (a) n;;3 -1 as a functional on the dasses of the tree
strata [.111u] with IEul = n - 3 - a( n~3 - 1) = a. Vve have, putting rn = n~3 - 1 :

because only one summand, with 1n v = IV~-3 for all v, can be non-vanishing.

In view of (3.13), this is equivalent to (3.15), because

which is wn(a) n;::\ -1 integrated along

Za+3 2: An(a)[Mu].
u:IEcrl=a
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3.6.2. Remark. Zograf's argument essentially coincides with our reasoning for
the case a = 1.

It can be directly generalized to obtain more general recursive relations for all
coefficients in (3.9). However, their usefulness depends on the understanding of
{A n ( (j )}.

3.7. Twisting. For any CohFT on (H,g), we can define a new theory tensor
multiplying it by W. [SI, 82, ... ]. It would be interesting to study the dependence of
its potential on SI, 82, .... This could clarify the analytic properties of the initial
theory.

If the initial theory corresponds to a systeln of GW-classes, as in [KM], it satisfies
a number of additional axioms. In particular, it has a scaling group related to the
grading of H, and an identity in the quantum cohomology ring. Twisting generally
destroys these additional structures.
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Appendix: Proof of the Proposition 1.7.1.

R. Kaufmann

We keep notation of sec. 1.7.

Consider the canonical ernbedding <pr: M r --+ M os. We start with the forrnula

(0"1,0"2) = (TI <.p;(Du(e»)),

eEE

(A.1)

where the cup proeluct in the 1'.h.s. is taken in H*(M r ) ~ O9vE V.,. H* (MOIF.,.(V»)'
Applying an appropriate version of the formulas (lA) anel (1.6) we can write for
any e E E with vertices Vl, V2:

where
~Vi,e E H*(Mo,F.,.(vj)) 09 TI (MO,F.,.(v)]

tl#Vj

(A.2)

(A.3)

anel [MO,F.,.(v)] is the fundaluental dass. Later we will choose an expression for

~vi,e depending on the choice of flags denoted z, Jor k, I in (lA).

Inserting (A.2) into (A.1), we get

(all 0"2) = L ( TI (-~vle)),
h (v,Cl)EF,s

h(e)=v

(A.4)

where h runs over all orientations of E considereel as a choice, for every e E E, of
a vertex h(e) of e.

The Sl.Unluanel of (AA) corresponeling to a given h cau be non-zero only if for
every v E Vö the nUll1ber offactors (v, e) with h( e) = v equals dirn M O,F.,.(v) = Ivl-3.
This is what was called a gooel orientation.

Assume that there are two good orientations h, h' of 8. Consider the union of all
closed edges on which h =j:. h'. Each connecteel component of this union is a tree.
Choose an end edge e of this tree anel an end vertex v of e. At v, the number of
h-incoming anel h'-incoming edges mnst coinciele, but on e these orientations eliffer.
Hence there must exist an cdge e' =f=. e incident to v npon which h and h' differ.
Eut this contradicts to the choice of v anel e.

Now assume that one gooel orientation h exists. We can rewrite (AA) as

( 171, 172) = (TI TI (-~v,e))'
vEVr e:h(e)=v

(A.5)

In view of (A.3), this expression splits into a product of terms computecl in all
H*(Mo,Fr(v»), v E Vr separately. Each such term depends only on lvI, and we want
to demostrate that it equals (_1)lv l-3(lv]_ 3)1. Put lvI = m +3. We may anel will
assume that m 2 1, the case 1TI = 0 being trivial.
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Let us identify FT with {I, ... , m + 3} in such a way that Hags 1, .. :, m belong

to the edges e with h(e) = v. Denote by D~m+3) the dass of a houndary divisor
in H *(Mo, m+3) corresponding to astahle partition p of {1, ... , m + 3}. We will
choose flags rn + 1, m + 2 to play the role of z, J in (1.4) for any i E {I, ... , rn}
corresponding to an edge e in (A.5) (v heing now fixed), so that the contribution
of v in (A.5) becomes

m ( )rr L _D~m+3)

i=l p: ip{m+l,m+2}

:= g(m). (A.6)

We will calculate (A.6) inductively. Consider the projection rnap (forgetting the
(m+3)-th point) p: M O,m+3 -t M O,m+2 and the i-th section map Xi : M O,m+2-t

!vIo,m+3 ohtained via the identification of AiO,m+3 with the universal curve. V\Te

have p 0 Xi = id, and Xi identifies M O,m+2 with D~r;+3) where

(7 i = {{i, rn + 3}, {I, ... ,i, ... ,m + 2}}.

Therefore

D (m+3) - * ( '" D(m+2)). ([M ]) (A 7)- p - -p ~ p' -x 1* O,m+2, .

p: ip{m+l,m+2} pi: ip'{m+l,m+2}

where p' r1.l;.ns over stable partitions of {1, ... , 71t+2}. We now insert (A.7) into (A.6)
and represent the resulting expression as a Slun of products consisting of several
p*-terms and several xi*-tenns each. If such a product contains 2: 2 xi*-tenns,
it vanishes because the structure sections pairwise do not intersect. The product
containing no xi*-ternls vanishes because dirn M O,m+2 = 1n - 1. Finally, there are
m products containing Olle xi*-term each. Using the projection formula

one sees that each such term equals -g(1n-l) (cf. (A.6)). So g(m) = -1ng(m-l) =
(-1)m 1n ! hecause g(l) = -1.
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